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Jess Wall

Hi, I'm Jess, Photographer, Videographer and all
round creative. Lover of the 2 C's: Cheese and
Chocolate! But also Content Creation. I'm a
sucker for lifestyle/beauty brands and finding
that alluring aesthetic.

Producing creative and engaging content can be

difficult, That's why I am here to help. With

industry experience and an eye for detail, JWall

Visuals can help grow your brand and create

beautiful curated content - With product

photography, flatlay, video and more.
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Packages
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Recommended for brands with one product

     Recommended for brands with two or more products

Recommended for brands with multiple products

    Add 1 Reel    To any package for only $250

THE STARTER 5 IMAGES | FROM $350

THE BASIC 10 IMAGES | FROM $550

THE STANDARD 15 IMAGES | FROM $720

THE PRO 20 IMAGES | FROM $860

Looking to launch a new product or just clean up your web-sight 

We also offer E- Commerce images tailored to your style - Custom quote

E-Commerce images



10 PACK |  FROM $500
10 Images & 1  GIF per month

Loyalty
Packages

Loyalty package is perfect for that constant flow of
content alway curated to your style and brands image.

Receive either 5 or 10 photos per month.
(Loyalty packages are a 3 month minimum) 

 

5 PACK|  FROM $300
5 Images & 1  GIF per month 

per month

per month



Get more out of your shoot by adding on a styled video!
 

Video content can be spread over multiple mediums,
Instagram stories, feed posts, and most importantly, paid

advertising! Every project is different, this is why we custom
quote your project to ensure we’re pricing based on exactly

what you need. We will work with you to develop a final
product that is engaging captivating and designed to

convert.
For a quote, simply advise you'd love to add a video to your

package.
 
 

 
 
 

Videography

Custom product reels, 
All filmed and produced on iPhone, in InShot.

Pic your fave song the product you would like to show off and
how you want me to use it. Model included if need.

 
$280

 
 

Reel's/ Tiktok

Stop motion can be a fun and interactive way to show offer your
products in use or in environments, we offer video and stop-

motion format.
 

from $130
 
 

GIF



Lets work Together

1

2

3

4

Let's find the right package for you and fill out a
short creative brief 

Upon agreeance, a 50% deposit will be required to
secure a photography shoot, along with a small.

contarct  

Send me your products that you want photographed.
I am located in Port Phillip Melbourne. If you're

local we welcome drop off's & pick up's! 

I'll work my magic, and get your content delivered
to you within 2 weeks from booking.

I'll deliver your high res images to you in an online
gallery & final payment will be required.5

If you'd like your products sent back please include a
return package & label. Otherwise I can hold on to

them for a future shoot or I am more than happy to
leave a review and feature the product on story.

6

Send me a message and let me know your interest
jwallvisula@gmail.com.



 A little glimpse into the time it takes us to pull your
content together.

 
 
 

Behind the
scenes

Pre-
production

Shoot time Post-
production

Planning out each
photo concept-

styling, lighting, setup
as well as prop &

background
coordinating.

1hr-2 hr

Studio lights are
setup, backdrops
are up, & we're
ready to style &

shoot! 
2-8 hours

I find the best
images taken and

use AdobeLightroom
& Photoshop to edit

& retouch your
photos.

2-8hours

Technical info
REFUNDS

 
Due to the nature of the
work, no refundswill be

issued. However, you may
request areshoot given a

valid explanation.

BRIEF APPROVAL
 

A brief must be completed
at least 3 days prior to a
photoshoot to allow for

creative planning. A delay in
the brief will delay the

photoshoot itself.

Licensing
 

These prices are a reflection
of commercial licence eg.

websites, social media,
online marketing

campaigns. If you wish to
obtain a printing licensing
these prices will have to be

negotiated.


